
One of the easiest things to do at the
onset of one’s Hollywood career is to say,
“I’m a writer.” Anyone can do it. You don’t
even need to write anything to call yourself
a writer. But, actually crossing that line and
becoming a working writer is an enormous
mountain to climb. It’s daunting to even
know where to begin. And once you do
s t a r t working towards the goal,  how do you
make your work good enough to build a

successful career? This past Fe b r u a r y, a
group of NUEA members received unprece-
dented access to several te levision
writers/show runners who generously
shared their advice for success in television
writ ing and critiqued scripts written by
workshop students.  The classes, which met
three times at the Writer’s Guild, were split
into two sections: one for comedic writing
and one for dramatic.

Please note that this newsletter is for S u m m e r 2 0 0 2 .
Due to rising printing and postage costs, the NUEA is officially changing to a quarterly newsletter rather than a bi-montly.
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Thank you, Vo l u n t e e r s [ more help needed ]

The gr o wth and activity of the NUEA has
been the direct result of many volunteers

who have dedicated their time, energy and
creativity to see the organization succeed. In
addition to the Board Members and
Committee Heads, we’d like to recognize
several alums who have played an instrumen-
tal role in these past few months.

Hats off to Kamaria Hill for maintaining the
events and classified section of the website,
Kevin King for monitoring our post office box,
Lindsay Sloane for writing the first draft of our

“Guide to Los Angeles” booklet for incoming
alums, Adam Beechen for coordinating the
Writers Workshop at the WGA, Hettie Ly n n e
H u rtes for hosting the Oscar Pa rt y, Amy
Garawitz for her support at the WGA, Damona
Resnick for membership and events support ,
and Charley Waters for producing the local
Dance Marathon event. 

Please let us know if you’re interested in
volunteering for the NUEA as we have short
term and long term commitment needs.
Please contact us at n u e a w e s t @ y a h o o . c o m

...continued on page 4

A Scribe’s Life
[ secrets of TV writing revealed ] 
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Confessions of an Outgoing Co-Chair 
[ by david ruckman, part 3 of 3 ]

A little over a year ago, the NUEA was an inactive organization.  There
had been no events in over a year, the leadership had waned and about the
only membership benefits were the Mentor Program (of which I was
Chair) and the Writer's Group.  I met with Dean O'Keefe and Anita Hillin
from the School of Speech to enlist their assistance in bringing the NUEA
back from its dormant “dotcomdom” stage.  I also enlisted former Co-
Chair and friend, Laverne McKinnon to step back into the fray.  I knew
we needed someone who had done this before, someone dedicated to
excellence, and two Chairs who would challenge one another. We were the
ying to each other's yang, and our two styles meshed perfectly.

We each committed to a year as Co-Chairs together and immediately
began recruiting a strong Board to help us redefine our Mission Statement,
and rebuild the NUEA from the ground up. There are too many behind-
the-scenes architects and masons to mention, but special thanks must go
out to Heidi Heller, (another former Co-Chair) and David Zucker who
have been key players we coaxed (aka suckered) into joining our cause.

The NUEA is thriving again, systems are in place, and the organization
is constantly growing and refining its goals and membership benefits.  It’s
hard to believe it’s only been a year.  I had every intention of continuing as
Co-Chair with Laverne for another year, but I recently had a life-altering
and blessed event in my family life.  My wife, Jennifer Wydra, and I
welcomed our first child (Adam Wydra Ruckman) into this world in
January, and I am now the full-time Co-Chair of the Wydra/Ruckman
clan.

I will remain involved in the NUEA as a Co-Chair Emeritus and (here’s
the fun part) as Executive Producer of our proposed WorkSpace.  The
WorkSpace has long been my pet project and I’m looking forward to
exploring the possibilities and making the dream a reality.  It will take time
and much legwork and fundraising.  More on that when there is
something concrete to report.

Laverne will remain as Co-Chair working side-by-side with newly
named Vice President, Mike Cohen.  The NUEA couldn’t be in better
hands.  Thank you all for a wonderful year.  I may not see you at our next
event as I will be home changing diapers, but I look forward to seeing you
all at the WorkSpace down the line.  Onward and upward.

David Ruckman
C o -Chair Emiritus, NUE A
Speech ‘85

Feel free to contact David at
n u e a w e s t @ y a h o o . c o m



The Nielson Way [ understanding the imperfect tv ratings system ]
Canceled. Such was the fate of FOX

c o m e d y, A ct i o n, one of my favorite TV
shows starring actor Jay Mohr as movie
guru Peter Dragon. The racy no-holds-
barred show about Hollywood’s elite
couldn’t escape the network axe. Why? Not
enough viewers. And just how are number
of viewers measured? Nielsen Ratings.
Nielsen measures the number of people
watching television shows and makes its
data available to the television and cable
networks, which then decide where
p r o gram money goes. This research is
w o rth billions of dollars, and can conse-
quently make or break a show, even one
with a loyal following.

The Nielsen Media Research Group uses
a technique called “random sampling,” to
create a “sample audience.” They count
how many in that audience watch each
p r o gram and then extrapolate from the
sample and estimate the number of
viewers in the entire population watching
the show. To find out who is watching each
s h o w, the Nielsen Research Group selects
5,000 households (13,000 people) that
reflect the U.S. Census Bureau’s ethnic,
g e o graphic and age demographic. To find
out what the sample is watching, Nielsen
installs “black boxes” near each part i c i-
pant’s TV set that record minute-by-minute
channel selection, time viewing and
duration of tuning. The data is then fed to

Nielsen’s central computer every night. 
The TV “rating” we hear so much about

is not a subjective rating, but an estimate of
audience size shown as a percent of a total
group of people surveyed. One “rating
point” represents 10,000 households, or
one percent of the nation’s estimated 1
million TV home. Mathematically speaking,
one rating point = (household tuned in to
a given program determined by Nielsen
research)/(all households with television).
So, for example, if Friends is aired in a
market that has 1 million television house-
holds and 400,000 people are tuned in, it
has a rating of 400,000 /1,000,000 = .4,
or a rating of 40. 

Nielsen research is also used to
measure a show’s TV share. A “share” is
the percentage of in-use televisions tuned
to a given show. In mathematical terms, a
share = (households tuned in to a given
p r o gram determined by Nielsen
research)/(all household tuned in to a TV
at that time also determined by Nielsen
research). So if the same 400,000 people
are tuned in to Friends, but at the time the
show airs in only 800,000 households
(instead of the entire 1 million TV house-
holds) are using their television, the
show’s share is (400,000)/(800,000) =
.5, or a rating of 50. The share is usually
r e p o rted as the number of viewers
because its calculated out of a smaller

viewing audience, so yields a bigger
number and makes the show look better.
Last week, for example, NBC’s Friends
share was 27.0. So, NBC reported 27
million viewers tuned in to watch Joey
confess his love for Rachel. Yet, the show’s
rating was 17.4, suggesting only 18.4
million actually tuned in. 

Besides disparate calculating methods,
the discrepancy lies in the fact that the
“share” information is a much more
human-oriented system (both the
numerator and denominator rely on the
selected Nielsen family’s input), creating
a higher error factor. Besides filling in a
viewing journal, a Nielsen part i c i p a n t
must push a button every time the TV is
on and no one is watching. Some critics
argue this inconvenience makes the
ratings system inaccurate. 

Low Nielsen ratings, representing “only”
a few million viewers, may deem a show
“unpopular,” for it may take ten million
viewers for a network or nationally syndi-
cated program to be popular enough to
be a business success. The result is that
every time a program is canceled; a few
million viewers may feel betrayed. So,
perhaps I wasn’t the only one upset by
the fact that Peter Dragon never got to
produce his blockbuster movie, Beverly
Hills Gun Club.

by Aimee Garc i a

u pcoming eve n t
a n o t h e r

Fifteen recent NU graduates will be featured in
an evening of material written by NU alums at
the annual LA NU Showcase. Mark your calendars
for an evening at the Court Theatre, June 3-5.
Tickets are $10, and industry comps are available. 
For more information, call (323) 273 - 18 38 .

In a tremendous effort on Fr i d a y, March
8, more than 200 local alums danced the
night away to help support the University’s
Dance Marathon event and boost the
money raised for charity.  Approximately
$3,000 was raised by the LA contingent of
Dance Marathon. In total, nearly half a
million dollars was raised for Friends for
Steven, an organization formed to find less
toxic treatments for pediatric neuroblas-
toma and the Evanston Community
Foundation, a grant-making foundation
serving Evanston.

LADM
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The comedic workshop began with
a session led by Northwestern alum,
Cindy Chupack. Chupack is currently
an executive producer for Sex and the
Ci ty. She also created and ran the
show Madigan Men and wrote for

E v e r y b o dy Loves Ray m o n d a n d
Co ach. Chupak’s key advice to the
aspiring writers was to find
comedy in real life. She told of
how she reinvented her career
from working on traditional sitcoms to
producing the much edgier and non-
traditional Sex and the Ci ty. She felt
she understood the characters on the
show on a very personal level and she
wasn’t afraid to expose her experi-
ences to produce good comedic tele-
vision.  

Susan Dickes and Lawrence Broch
taught the second class together. Th e y
split their time discussing the scripts
and elaborating on each other’s
insights. Dickes is currently develop-
ing a pilot for ABC and has worked on
numerous sitcoms including J u s t
S h o ot Me and Mad About Yo u . B r o c h
is currently working on The George
Lopez Show. He has previously
worked on N o r m and R o s e a n n e ,
among many others. Their advice took
the workshop right into the world of a
sitcom writer’s room, familiarizing the
class with the kind of lingo writers use
to critique scripts (k i c k e d is a played
out joke; b a r r e l are two simi lar
unrelated jokes). They spoke exten-
sively about the design and imple-
mentation of jokes and Susan
revealed an important key to comedic
writing. She stressed that, “A n yt i m e
you can get the reader to think about
themselves within humor, that’s a
good thing.”

The final speaker was I r a
U n g e r l e i d e r, the creator of J e s s e a n d
previous writer for F r i e n d s .
Ungerleider stressed the use of
perspective shifts in plotting comedy.
A twist of expectation and convention,
as often evidenced in shows like
F r i e n d s , is always exciting to the
audience. Interestingly, Ungerleider is
currently shooting a drama pilot, a
coming of age show set in the 19 6 0 ’ s
South, demonstrating that a writer
need not be limited by the distinct
genres of comedy or drama.

The dramatic workshop opened
with James Duff, who was previously
a consulting producer on The Agency
and is current ly an executive
producer of the NBC Pilot M i s s
A m e r i can Pie . A d d i t i o n a l l y, his
success as a playwright garnered him
a play on Broadway. Therefore, Duff
brings a certain artistic point of view

to his television writing. Duff focused
on theme and how it plays out in
episodic television. The theme may
not be obvious on a television show,
but there is always an underlying
themat ic question. Duff spoke of
what he considers the secret of
drama. “Drama works best,” he said,
“when a character wants something
really badly.”

Jeff Melvoin’s extensive credits run
the gamut of revered dramas from
Hill Street Blues to P i cket Fence s. He
spoke of the difficulty in breaking into
the one hour writing world today as
new shows are not given as much of
a chance to develop. The market is
flooding with writers and people who
could suitably run shows are now
going up for staff positions. Th i s
forces the aspiring writer to work that
much harder for that first big break.
Melvoin pointed out that talent is hard
to quantify. The skills essential to
identifying yourself are resourceful-
ness, diligence, humor and passion.
He also talked about the value of
outlining produced scripts of the show
for which one is writing a “spec”
script. This allows the wr iter to
become intimately familiar with the
characters, pacing, story structure, and
themes.  

The final dramatic writing speaker,
Bernard Lechowick, has written for
Homefront, Wolf Lake a n d Th at’s Life.
Like Melvoin, Lechowick stressed the
i m p o rtance of outlining. It is a skill
about which a writer must be passion-
ate. Every part of the story should be
conveyed as succinctly as possible.
With the outline, every scene should
be described with active verbs. Th e
best writing doesn’t  say what is
happening, it shows it. 

All of the writers who spoke, both
comedic and dramatic, shared some
essential ideas on writing the best
script one can. A writer should always
be his harshest critic in both writing
and rewriting. Aspiring writers should
write what they enjoy to watch and
write often. That first elusive break is
waiting at the culmination of a lot of
hard work.

by David Iserseon

NUalums gathered at the home
of Hettie Lynne Hurtes to

watch the Oscars on Sunday, March
24.  This is the sixth time that the
NUEA has hosted an Oscar event for
members to socialize and network in
a casual setting.  

Oscar Party
[ 6th annual ]
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John Snowden Va n - - Valin guards
the Oscar Ballots, the winner of

the pool won $150

Writing Wo rk s h o p [ continued from page 1 ]



How did you get to NU ?
I had a friend who was attending and

I had been wait-listed at another school
and sort of on a lark went to visit this
friend of mine who was a freshman at
the time and fell in love with the place.
The thing I loved the most about it was
how active it was on campus. Every
q u a rt e r, some-odd 40 productions were
going on! I thought, Wo w, what a gr e a t
environment to dive into, where there is
something always happening and
something you can be involved in.

What was the most valuable experience
you had at NU ?

Probably the most valuable experience
I had at NU was acting class with David
Downs, who was spectacular and
approached acting from almost a writer's
perspective, really, and it really made me
s o rt of begin to understand the text in a
way that got me more interested in writing
and how to approach things dramatically. It
was probably through that acting class that
I really fell in love with acting.

Did you automatically decide to move
to LA after graduation? 

I thought I might. I was fearful of it. A lot
of people were going out that way but I
actually stalled for six months and worked
on a few theater productions in Chicago
and was looking for a reason to go out
there and finally there was going to be a
reading for a play that I had written and so
I went out for that and stayed.

Did you know anyone here?
It was nice to have the support of

other alumni out there, just to bond with
as you kind of went through the requisite
two or three miserable years that a lot of
people go to when they move to LA! Or
at least one miserable year! Connections
are helpful but at the end of the day it's
really about what kind of work you are
doing, I think.
How did you get connected with Ke v i n
Wi l l i a m s o n ?

Through a fellow alum, actually. Julie
Plec and I graduated together and she sort
of read a lot of my material and helped
me on my scripts in college, even. Wh e n
she got out there and was working for

some producers and ultimately working
with Kevin, she passed on material along
to him. It was very early on and Dawson's
hadn't even premiered so I joined up in
the beginning of the second season but it
was just premiering and no one knew
exactly what it was going to be. I liked it
because it was a job! Dawson's was a fun
experience but more import a n t l y, it was
my first job so I just took it and ran.

Did you like writing for TV ?
Television was exciting because it was

a lot like theater and I hadn't had any
designs when I moved to LA to write for
television. I was going to write plays and
movies. Somehow I got introduced to
that format and it was exciting because it
was dialogue driven and character driven,
you are writing stuff and seeing it made
q u i c k l y, tossing stuff up, re-writing, writers
also act as producers so it's sort of like
the playwright in theater in terms of
having more control of the situation, so
all of that stuff was a better fit than I
i m a gined it would be.

Did D aws o n ' s help prepare you for
Broken Hearts Cl u b?

A c t u a l l y, that was the script that Ke v i n
hired me off of! The script had been
around. The making of an hour-long TV
show each week really prepared me for
making an independent feature because
the shooting schedule is so quick, so
much quicker than the shooting schedule
for a studio feature where you have, on
average, three months to do a movie. We
had 18 days to shoot my film, so it was a
high-page count, so Dawson's sort of
acting like film school for me, because I
had gone to theater school but I hadn't
really gone to film school. Just technically,
it prepared me. I guess it also made me
not afraid, you know, to just dive in and
see what works.

Is it encouraging knowing that you have
become a voice for the gay community
in your work?

I wish I could tell you that was sort of
my intention but really it's just, with the
movie, it was a story I really wanted to tell
and said, what the hey. That's been a
w o n d e rful result of some of the stuff I've

done and been a part of but it cert a i n l y
wasn't the goal. The goal was to try and
make the best movie I could, or write the
best TV show I could.

Do you prefer acting, writing or directing?
Oh, they are all equally exciting and

equally challenging! But I am a writer at
h e a rt. I still feel like an aspiring writer! I
struggle with the writing process the most
but I enjoy it the most ultimately because
I think it's what I am most conditioned for.

Have you worked with many
N o rthwestern alumni?

Zach Braff (star of NBC's “Scrubs”) was
in my movie.

What are you working on now?
I wrote a pilot that I am executive-

producing for the WB that is being
produced by Warner Brothers Studios. It's
called E v e r w o o d, and I am up in Calgary
shooting it right now. It's got Treat Wi l l i a m s
in the lead. It's sort of a family drama with
a twist. It takes a lot of nostalgic storylines
and themes you may have seen on other
family dramas through the years and tries
to update them the way that Dawson's
updated the teen drama. I wrote the script
and it got a lot of people excited. When I
pitched it to people - nobody wanted to
hear about it. They wanted to hear the big
idea I was going to do and sure enough, I
wrote this very personal thing and once
again, it's going to be the thing that, well,
right now, I enjoy doing the most. 

Do you have any advice for gr a d s
entering the business?

Just to really make sure you are
working as hard as you can. I didn't know
anyone, and anyone I did know, I knew
through my work, and that's how you
want to get to know people. So if you
keep your head down and keep your eye
on the prize, I don't know anyone in my
time out here that's worked really hard
that hasn't gotten some break in some
c a p a c i t y. Your luck factor is proport i o n a t e
to how hard you work.

Cynthia Wang spoke to Greg on 
Friday, March 15, 2002
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Q&A: Greg Berlanti [ an intimate portrait ]
Wr i t e r / d i rector Greg Berlanti, a 1994 graduate of No rt h western's theater pro g r a m ,
used his life experience to inform both the scripts he produced for DAW S O N'S CR E E K
and the story behind his first-time directorial effort, TH E BRO K E N HE A RT'S CLU B.
Cu r rently working in Calgary on a pilot for the WB, Berlanti took time out to speak
to the NUEA about his career to date.



The Writer’s Resource
Intended as a forum for writers to work

with and learn from each other, the NUE A
Writers Group is open to any NU writer or

aspiring writer who is interested in
discussing their work with other writers in a
s u p p o rtive, constructive, and serious envi-
ronment. The NUEA Writers Group meets on
a regular basis (about every 6 - 8 weeks) to
critique film or television scripts. Prior to
each meeting, the group participants are
sent scripts (usually two) from other gr o u p
members via email to review and make
notes on. The group then meets to share
honest and supportive feedback about the
scripts in question. Please note: We ask that
all new group members to attend a few
meetings before putting a script into the
reading mix. Any script submitted to the
group must be proofed and edited at least
once. If you are interested in joining the
NUEA Writers Group, please email
n u e a w e s t @ y a h o o . c o m

Writer’s Guild Event
The Writers Guild Foundation will be

presenting “Words Into Pictures: The 20 0 2
Film and Television Writer’s Forum,” June 7- 9 ,
in Universal City. “Words into Pictures” is a
three day forum which focuses on the role of
the writer in the creative and production
process for both film and television.
Designed in part to create a dialogue
between writers and top studio and network
executives, agents, attorneys, directors,
producers and other talent in the entert a i n-
ment industry, the program is a stimulating
mix of panel discussions, interviews, round
tables, case studies and exhibits. Social
events planned include an evening celebra-
tion on Fr i d a y, June 7 (details TBA) and a gala
cocktail party at the hotel on Saturday, June 8.

Panelists scheduled to appear at this
year's forum include:  J.J. Abrams, Scott
A l e x a n d e r, Jane Anderson, Tina Andrews,
Paul Attanasio, Rene Balcer, Ron Bass,
Linwood Boomer, Yvette Lee Bowser, Bob
B r o d e r, James L. Brooks, Ron Cowen, Alison
Cross, Frank Desiderio, Steven De Souza,
Leslie Dixon, Robert Eisele, Rob Fe s t i n g e r,
Scott Frank, Steven Gaghan, Akiva
Goldsman, Marshall Herskovitz, Charles
Holland, Robert Nelson Jacobs, Chas Floyd

Johnson, Larry Karaszewski, Charlie
Kaufman, Nicholas Kazan, Callie

Khouri, Daniel Lipman, Chuck

NUEA News

Peer Groups Unite!
In an effort to provide more helpful

resources to its membership, the NUEA is
pleased to announce that we’ll be introduc-
ing a new element to the Mentor program -
the Peer Group. Each Peer Group will be led
by two to three NU alums who have estab-
lished themselves in different disciplines in
the entertainment industry. They will meet
on a regular basis to provide a small-gr o u p
environment (10 people max) for NU alums
who are new to the industry and would like
some help getting started in the business.

Intended as an informal resource to share
experiences, answer questions, provide
guidance and perspective, no matter what
your intended discipline, the Peer Group
should be an exciting new resource for
NUEA members. If you are interested in
joining a Peer Group please email
n u e a w e s t @ y a h o o . c o m

Newsletter Update 
Due to rising printing and postage costs,

the NUEA is officially changing to a quart e r l y
newsletter rather than a bi-montly.  We will
still utilize frequent e-mail updates, the
hotline and the website to keep member-
ship informed of events and news.  E-mail
continues to be our best form of communi-
cation so if we don't have your e-mail
address, please send it to us at
n u e a w e s t @ y a h o o . c o m

Graphic Design &
Layout

Justin Bradshaw,
R h a p s o d y

Editor

J i l l Davidson 

Photographer

David Anderson 

Contributing Writers
Aimee Garcia

David Iserseon

Cynthia Wa n g

David Zucker

NE WS L ETTER STA FF

Writer News

Lorre, Ann Marcus, Cathryn Michon, Ke n
Nolan, David O'Connor, Walter Parkes, Dan
Petrie, Jr., Frank Pierson, Keri Putnam, Phil
Alden Robinson, Don Roos, Phil Rosenthal,
Eric Roth, Bruce Joel Rubin, Jeff Shumway,
Ed Solomon, Aaron Sorkin, Dana Stevens,
Robin Swicord, Robert Towne, Jeff Wa c h t e l ,
Larry Wilmore, Bryce Zabel, Steven Zaillian,
Anthony Zuiker, Ed Zw i c k .

R e gistrations can be made online at
w w w. w o r d s i n t o p i c t u r e s . o r g. To find out
more, call “Words into Pictures” at
( 323 ) 782-4692 or (310 ) 559 - 9 334 #16 8 .
You can also email us at
f o u n d a t i o n @ w g a . o r g
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Po rtrait of an Art i s t’s Finances 
If the expressions “scale-plus-ten,”

“S&P index fund” and “itemized deduc-
tions” make you shudder…Wake up!
Join your capitalist brethren in-the-know
and make the most of your money, when
you have it and when you don’t — a
primer workshop on guild scales, stocks,
t axes and the realities of surviving, nay
thriving, while pursuing life in this perplex-
ing business of show.  Guiding principles
from Laura Pope-Dekkers, Sr. VP
Investments & Retirement
Planning/Prudential Securities, ICM agent
Kevin Crotty (NU, 92) and a CPA - t ax
e x p e rt-to-be-named, on M o n d a y, June
17th at 8:00 p.m., ICM Agency, 8942
Wilshire Blvd., RSVP to (323) 820 - 234 9 .
A $5 fee will be charged to NUE A
members, $20 to non-members.

S c o ring a Collaboration 
Coming this fall, Mike Knobloch, NU

Alum and VP, Film Music at 20th Century
Fox (Moulin Rouge, Planet of the Apes,
Titanic) invites us onto the scoring stage
for an Advanced Panel session with a film
director and composer to-be-named
(chosen from a feature in-production at
the time). Watch for more at n u e a . o r g

C.S.I. Exposed
100 scenes in 60 pages of script filmed

in 8.5 days with an ensemble of 20 actors
a total of 22 times over 10 months to
produce a show drawing 23 million people
each broadcast week who make it the
number one drama on television. A miracle
of madness? Actress and NU Alum M a r g
H e l g e n b e r g e r, Erin Brock o v i ch;
Director/Producer and NU Alum R i c h a r d
L e w i s C.S.I., The District ; a n d
P r o d u c e r / Writer Josh Berman provide the
insights. 

To attend this Special Panel on Th u r s d a y,
May 2nd at 7:30 p.m., Writers Guild of
America, 7000 W. Third St., RSVP to (323 )
8 20 - 2349. A $5 fee will be charged NUE A
members, $20 to non-members.

Enoble yourself: Get DIRTY
“Never doubt that a small group of

thoughtful committed citizens can change
the world.  Indeed, it's the only thing that
ever has.” --Margaret Mead 

The NUEA is set to join the not-for-profit
Tree People organization in the care and
cultivation of new, young oak trees at
Coldwater Canyon Park, as they work to
revive an impacted ecosystem by restoring
these native beauties to the foothills.
Improve your air, improve your aesthetic
and have a good time to boot.

We hope this will be the first in a series
of philanthropic, non-career-centered activ-
ities designed to improve your karma.  We
each say we want to make a difference and
find some meaning in life, so here's your

chance.  All you have to do is
RSVP (323 - 8 20 - 2349 – so we
can give them an accurate count)
and show up.

The Tree People event will take place
Saturday, April 27th, from 9am to noon.
Bring sturdy shoes, working gloves,
sunscreen/hat, snack and water.
Coldwater Canyon Park is located at
12601 Mulholland Drive, at the intersec-
tion with Coldwater Canyon and Franklin
Canyon. (MapQuest search: Beverly Hills, 90210)

NUEA West
P. O . Box 691702
Los Angeles, CA 90069

h o t l i n e
323-820-2349

e m a i l
nueawest@yahoo.com

w  e  b
http://www.nuea.org

nuea  co n ta c t  info
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